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Introduction

 The City of Greenwood has made 

great strides in assuring the prosperous 

future of their Uptown area.  Over a 

period of many years, the citizens have 

invested time, money, and considerable 

effort towards the success of their Uptown 

area.  The leadership of the City is to be 

commended for the stalwart role they have 

played.  The Center City Master Plan set the 

course for much of their redevelopment.  

This project is one cog in that large wheel.  

This project will bring a new Farmers Market 

to the Uptown area, and will also provide 

a new home for the Railroad Historical 

Center and railcar collection.  It is hoped 

that the synergies of these uses within the 

Uptown area will be a catalyst for change 

and continued prosperity in the area.

 Greenwood already has a very 

successful and much loved Farmers Market.  

This market, with meager support from the 

County, is housed in a nondescript metal 

building adjacent to the vacant Civic Center, 

about 3 miles outside of the Uptown area.  

It is successful, not because of the location 

or the facility itself, but actually in spite of 

those things.  It is successful because of 

the farmers who sell there.  The loyalty of 

their customer base is a direct reflection on 

the people who sell there and the quality of 

the produce they offer.
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 On a national level, there has been 

a 349% increase in the number of Farmers 

Markets from 1994 to 2010.  Many of 

these are also destinations within their 

community, sparking an increase in vitality 

and activity.  However, the real driver in the 

increase in popularity of Farmers Markets 

is in the ability to buy food that is fresher, 

tastes better, and is more nutritious 

than what can be purchased at the local 

supermarket.  On average, the food on our 

plate at any given meal has travelled about 

1,500 miles.  Food that can be sustained 

through this kind of transport has been 

developed for that specific reason.  It has 

not been developed for taste or nutrition.  

The vegetables available at a Farmers 

Market are often heirloom varieties that are 

not available at a national chain grocery 

store.  The bottom line is that any food, 

whether it be vegetables, fruit, mushrooms, 

or eggs, is better when it is fresh.

 Farmers Markets can also have 

almost a festival atmosphere where 

neighbors gather and experience a stronger 

sense of community; a sense of culture; 

a sense of uniqueness; and where they 

can celebrate the life of their community.  

We want this facility to be that kind of 

destination – the kind of place that makes 

people proud to be citizens of Greenwood. 
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 Greenwood’s history is also deeply 

rooted in the role railroads have played in the 

region.  Railroads shaped both the economy 

of the area, and the physical layout of the 

City, from their very wide main street to the 

way neighborhoods, commercial areas, 

and highways formed. The railroad still 

contributes a rhythm to the place, making it 

unique and memorable. The railcar collection 

is significant because of the rarity of some 

of the cars and the historical significance of 

the line. However, the current location and 

facilities have become a hindrance to public 

accessibility.  The cars are in constant need 

of maintenance, and preservation efforts 

should be on-going.  It is hoped that this 

new location can increase visibility and 

access, making more people aware of the 

role that the railroad industry has had on 

the community.  There are also thousands 

of railroad enthusiasts across the country 

and it is hoped that this facility can become 

an important destination for them.  

Black and white photographs courtesy of Howard Corely



The Charrette

Our Philosophy Towards Charrettes

 Simply stated, our design approach 

is one of blending sustainability and vitality.  

It is the opinion of the design team that this 

master plan for Greenwood must lead to a 

lasting, positive effect on the health of the 

community.  Further, we believe that designs 

are better when they are drawn from the 

community, not imposed on it.  We also 

understand that while there may be dozens 

of good design solutions for any given 

project there are only one or two solutions 

that are truly simple, honest, and unique.  

These are the great solutions.  These are 

the solutions we seek.

 We also feel that sustainability is like 

a three-legged stool.  For a community to 

achieve true sustainability they must always 

think in terms of environmental, economic, 

and cultural sustainability.  You can’t 

leave one of them out.  All of our design 

approaches focused on this philosophy of 

sustainability.  This does not mean that the 

project must be LEED certified (although 

that is an option) but we feel the design 

must be responsible and defensible from a 

sustainability standpoint.

The Charrette Process for Greenwood

 The level of public involvement 

desired for this project called for a full week-

long charrette.  The charrette was held from 

Thursday, March 19 to Thursday March 24, 

2011.  The entire charrette, including all 

public meetings and the design studio, was 

located just a block from the project site at 

the Arts Center.

 Some of the reasons we feel this 

process of conducting a design charrette 

and public workshops are so important are 

as follows:

Community Health: 

Holistic planning solutions support socially 

and environmentally healthy communities.

Collaboration: 

Each individual’s unique contribution 

supports the best outcome.

Transparency: 

Clarity in rules, process, and roles is 

essential to collaboration.

Shared Learning: 

Including all viewpoints assures reduced 

rework and facilitates implementation.

Communication: 

Respectful communication that is direct, 

honest, and timely fosters an environment 

of trust and reduces rework.

Finally, we believe that good design is not 

a like a band aid. Good design is inclusive; 

good design provides a creative solution; 

good design provides a real solution; good 

design provides a sustainable solution.
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Kick Off Meeting

 On Thursday, March 17, a Kick-Off 

Meeting was held at the Arts Center.  The 

meeting included a welcome from Mayor 

Wellborn, an introduction of the process by 

Chris Watson, ASLA (SW+A); presentation 

by Harry Miley on the possible economic 

impacts of the project; as well as a pre-

sentation by Bill Eubanks, FASLA (urban 

edge studio), Jamee Haley (Lowcountry 

Local First), and Elizabeth Beak (Crop Up) 

on the importance to a community for 

taking the time to do good urban design, 

promoting sustainability, and shopping and 

eating “local”. The public was given the 

opportunity to respond to questions about 

how they perceived the existing market and 

museum and how they visualize them in 

the future.  This exercise gives the design 

team a ‘snapshot’ of public perception and 

attitudes towards their town and towards 

the project (Pages 7-8). 
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Site Walk

 The following day, the team 

conducted a site walk. The team was joined 

by the County Planner, a restaurant owner, 

three of the area farmers, the current 

market manager, and Clemson Extension.  

The team walked the site discussing the 

possibilities presented in terms of the 

overall space, access, and visibility.  The 

walk was documented by numerous 

photographs that were used throughout the 

process.  Afterwards, the team also visited 

the existing railroad museum and walked 

through each of the railcars.  Prior to and 

after that day, members of the team also 

visited the existing Farmers Market site, 

attended the plant sale and attended a 

meeting of the farmers hosted by Clemson 

Extension.



Site Analysis
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Parking Analysis

 In February 2011 the design team 

conducted a survey of parking in close 

proximity to the project site.  The study 

focused on parking areas within a two minute 

walk of the project site (approximately 530 

feet).  As a frame of reference, most urban 

designers agree that the majority of people 

will willingly walk about 5 minutes (1,320 

feet) to get to a desirable destination while 

“walking distance” in an urban area is 

generally defined as 10 minutes (1/2 mile) 

and “bicycling distance” as 2 miles or less 

(also about 10 minutes).  In addition, one 

goal of this project is to encourage healthier 

lifestyles so walking and bicycling is actually 

considered a positive attribute of having 

the market and museum in the Uptown.  

However, we realize that families with young 

children or the elderly are not as likely to 

walk great distances carrying bulky produce 

purchased at the market.  Convenient 

and adequate parking is a necessity of a 

successful market.

 The team counted available and 

occupied spaces on a Wednesday from 

4:00 to 6:00 pm and on a Saturday from 

10:00 am to 12:00 pm.

 The results of the study showed that 

there are 524 parking spaces within a 2 

minute walk of the project site.  Of those, 

328 are restricted spaces but 132 of the 

restricted spaces are at the Arts Center 

so they may be available to the public 

during certain times and days.  There is 

also a gravel lot across Maxwell that could 

accommodate an additional 88 vehicles 

that is not included in the totals.  This leaves 

196 unrestricted marked spaces within a 

two minute walk of the project site or 284 

spaces if the gravel lot were improved.  Of 

the 196 unrestricted spaces, 57 are on-site 

and 91 are on-street spaces and 48 are in 

various unrestricted parking lots

 During the times the team conducted 

the study there were 143 unrestricted 

spaces available on Wednesday afternoon 

and 158 unrestricted spaces available on 

Saturday.  In addition, the gravel lot had 

84 available spaces on Wednesday and 87 

available spaces on Saturday.  This provides 

a total of 284 spaces with 227 to 245 

available spaces within a two minute walk 

of the project site.

 The Red Scheme 2.0 (as presented 

to the focus groups) had 52 spaces located 

on-site as opposed to the 57 currently 

on-site.  So if that scheme were built that 

would reduce the total spaces to 279 and 

the available spaces to between 222 and 

240 spaces. 

If we worked with the assumption that 

each car only carried one patron (hopefully 

several will carry more); each patron stayed 

at the Farmers Market for 45 minutes; and 

the market was open for four hours we 

could assume that approximately 1,183 to 

1,279 people (a little more than 5% or 1 in 

20 of Greenwood’s citizens) could visit the 

Farmers Market each day it was open and 

only have to walk two minutes or less to 

get there.  Therefore, we think the parking 

found in close proximity to the site is quite 

adequate.

 Of course, this is just a snapshot 

of the parking that was available on those 

given days at those given times.  The 

availability of spaces will vary from day to 

day and from hour to hour and could also 

change significantly over time as more land 

is redeveloped within the Uptown area.

 It is the design team’s recommen-

dation that the City work with the land 

owners and/or tenants that have restricted 

parking areas to allow access for patrons of 

the Farmers Market and Railroad Museum.  

We also recommend that the City develop 

the gravel lot to maximize the availability of 

parking in that location.
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Snapshot of Public Perception

Right now I view the farmers market 
as being...

Out of sight

Adequate but stagnant

Too far away

Great but not convenient to the public

Great

The right thing to do

Not accessible

Out of town

Too hidden

Old fashioned 

Perfect where it is

Dark, drab, hollow

Full of resellers

Good

Dirty hick

Great!!!

Established

A produce stand

Difficult to get to; not marketed for hours

A great place

Great

Tired

Busy

Adequate

But in the future I visualize it being ...

Bigger and Bolder

Community centered and vibrant

Closer to the community center

Convenient and accessible to more people

Don’t know

Here

An attraction

A visible asset

An event

Vital and cool

Same

Wooden, warm, open, clean

True farmers

Better

First class - proud

In an area where it is accessible

Vital, lively

A farmers market

Readily accessible

Greener

Even better

An economic generator

Busier

A little more upscale



Snapshot of Public Perception Continued

Right now I view the railroad museum 
as being...

Ok where it is

Almost unknown

Closed too often

Unknown

Great

Fun, peaceful

Closed

Have never been there

Hidden

Hidden

Hidden Treasure

Limited

Ok; hidden

Virtually non existent

Hidden

Hidden

Ok

Good

An historical venue

Buried

Lost

But in the future I visualize it being ...

Same

A must visit destination

Open and active

A destination

Where the designers all agree

Eventful, more there

Bigger and bolder

Promoted

Easy to find and more welcoming to visit

Interesting

Upfront and busy

A focal point

More inviting

Real

Seen

Educational

Much Better

Great

Crowded

Alive

An attraction known throughout our area

8
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Public Workshop

 On Saturday, March 19 the design 

team facilitated a public workshop that was 

attended by approximately 35 people.  To 

begin, the citizens participated in a goal 

setting session where we recorded individual 

project goals, as offered by the citizens, on 

a flip chart.  The citizens were then divided 

into smaller workgroups and using the goals 

on the flip charts as a guide, each workgroup 

generated a goal statement limited to just 

30 words.  Each were presented by the 

group’s spokesperson and key words were 

highlighted. 

Group 1:

To develop a project that is a “seed for 

growth”, an “anchor for the arts” and 

becomes a multi-purpose “destination”.

Group 2:

Create an accessible and sustainable 

attraction that allows for immediate and 

long-range growth... multi-purpose des-

tination that will appeal to visitors and 

residents with varying interests.

Group 3:

To develop a space and place for increased 

exposure and opportunities for business 

development and community involvement 

that is a good fit for farmers and consumers 

that ensures accessibility to all.

Group 4:

Create an accessible farmers market which 

has an artistic architectural style and plenty 

of parking with potential for growth and 

expansion that encourages relationships 

between local farmers and consumers.

Group 5:

To provide an exciting destination creating 

relationships between the Uptown com-

munity, local farmers, and the railroad 

enthusiasts.

Group 6:

Create a regional destination with existing 

assets to provide an atmosphere for 

cultural activities that promote educational 

development and economic growth in the 

best possible location.

 Using these six goal statements as a 

guide, the final goal statement was drafted 

by the design team and subsequently 

accepted by the group.  The final goal 

statement is as follows:

“Create a multi-purpose facility where 

citizens can get fresh and local while 

celebrating Greenwood’s history and 

culture. This regional destination should 

be beautiful, sustainable, accessible, 

and a catalyst for growth.”
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Visual Preference Survey

 During a break in their design session, 

the citizens were also asked to provide their 

responses for the Visual Preference Survey.  

Several images were posted on the wall 

and citizens were given three green dots 

and three red dots.  They were asked to put 

their green dots on the images they thought 

most appropriate for Greenwood and their 

red dots for the images they thought were 

least appropriate for Greenwood.  Through 

this ‘dotmocracy’ exercise, the design team 

was able to gauge the design and stylistic 

preferences of the participants. 



Group Schemes

 After working on project goals, the 

groups also spent time developing design 

concepts for the site.  Each group was 

facilitated by a member of the design team, 

and worked on developing ideas for how 

the farmers market and museum could be 

arranged on the site. 

 After completion of their scheme, 

each group’s spokesperson presented their 

concept back to the larger group.  These 

concepts exposed some issues, some great 

ideas, and some opportunities that were 

later taken into consideration by the design 

team.
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 The public also got to vote on which 

days and times they would most prefer 

to see the Farmers Market in operation.  

Consumers and farmers voted separately.  

The current market is open on Wednesday 

and Saturday mornings.  However, the most 

votes were cast for Thursday early evenings 

and Saturday mornings with Tuesday 

early evenings and Tuesday during lunch 

receiving the next highest votes.  It was 

most interesting that no consumers voted 

for the Wednesday morning time slot. 

 Later, a poll was made available on 

Facebook with the results showing the top 

5 choices as follows:

Saturday AM:  86 Votes (38%)

Thursday PM:  37 Votes (16%)

Monday PM  27 Votes (12%)

Friday AM:  16 Votes (7%)

Tuesday PM:  12 Votes (5%)

 No decisions were made as a result 

of these exercises, but it did show that 

future programming of the facility needed 

to consider all possibilities and be open to 

change and flexibility.
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Charrette Week

 The design team was in charrette 

from studios within the Arts Building on 

Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday of the 

following week (March 21, 22 and 23).  The 

first thing the team did on Monday morning 

was huddle over coffee at Howard’s On 

Main to formulate their Big Idea (Concept) 

Statement. Some of the Big Idea statements 

generated by the team included things 

such as “a layered sequence of events”; 

“enticing economic development and eco-

tourism”; and “engaging and delighting old 

and young”.  The final Big Idea statement is 

as follows:
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Initial Concepts

 The team spent most of the first day 

developing rough concepts, based primarily 

on citizen input.  From these seven or eight 

rough sketches the team voted on the ones 

they thought most worth pursuing.  The three 

schemes that emerged from this exercise 

were developed into the Green, Red, and 

Yellow schemes.  The team spent the 

balance of their time in the studio refining 

these concepts and preparing presentation 

drawings.  Thursday was spent preparing for 

the Charrette Presentation.

 These three schemes were presented 

to the public at the Charrette Presentation, 

March 24.  It was the team’s desire to 

present design options that possessed 

very different approaches to the various 

programmatic elements so that the public 

could respond clearly to the approaches 

they most favored.  Feedback from the 

public at this meeting was crucial.
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Final Concepts



The Green Scheme

 The Green Scheme had the museum 

building anchoring the corner with an open 

pavilion providing a visual terminus at the 

roundabout.  This scheme had 42 Farmers 

Market stalls in six different buildings of 

various sizes and 43 on-site parking spaces.  

In this scheme, some of the stalls could 

accommodate trucks while others required 

the farmers to unload and park off-site.  The 

circulation area was primarily located within 

the plaza areas.  The parking area is located 

in a slightly reconfigured arrangement of the 

existing surface parking lot.  The railcars are 

located behind the museum building.  Only 

three of the railcars were accommodated in 

this scheme.
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Initial Phases
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Full Build Out
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The Red Scheme

 The Red Scheme had the museum 

providing a visual terminus at the roundabout 

and an open pavilion architecturally holding 

the corner.  This scheme had 32 farmers 

market stalls located in two “wings” flanking 

the open pavilion and a separate pavilion 

anchored by another open pavilion.  In 

this scheme, all the farmers parked their 

vehicles off-site with all circulation taking 

place within the plaza area.  There are 

52 on-site parking spaces in a lot located 

towards the rear of the site.  The railcars 

were located to the rear of the site, parallel 

with the existing rail line with a raised 

platform and cantilevered roof structure 

along its entire length.  Six of the railcars 

were accommodated in the design.  The 

plaza area also included a demonstration 

garden.
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Initial Phases
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Full Build Out
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The Yellow Scheme

 The Yellow Scheme had the museum 

anchoring the corner, although to a lesser 

degree than the other two schemes, due 

to the arrangement of off-street parking, 

and 38 farmers market stalls located in 

two free-standing pavilions and two wings 

off the museum building.  All stalls could 

accommodate a truck and circulation is 

interior to the stalls.  The seven railcars 

used in the scheme are in a free-standing 

covered area separate from the museum.  

There are 38 parking spaces utilizing the 

existing parking lot along Maxwell Street.
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Initial Phases
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Full Build Out
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Charrette Presentation

 The schemes were presented to 

the public on Thursday evening, March 24, 

2011. Approximately 45 people attended 

the meeting.  After the presentation, citizens 

were asked to place one green dot on the 

scheme they preferred.  Post-It notes were 

also available and citizens were asked to 

post comments directly on the drawings.  

According to this exercise, the Red Scheme 

was the preferred scheme and the results 

were:

Green Scheme:   2  (4.76%)

Yellow Scheme: 16 (38.10%)

Red Scheme  24 (57.14%)

Subsequently, the three schemes were also 

posted on Facebook with an opportunity to 

vote. The Facebook votes were:

Green Scheme 13

Yellow Scheme  5

Red   33

*13 Votes were cast for a combination 

between the Green and Yellow Schemes.  

And one person voted “I don’t like ANY of 

the plans”.

Again, the Red Scheme was the front runner 

with 50% of the votes.

 Facebook was a great way to engage 

the public throughout the entire process.   

The input following the final presentation 

was very significant in the refinement of 

the design.  Here are just a few of those 

Facebook posts:

“The red was by far the best, right out there 

on the street. But the yellow gets my vote 

for the best truck access.  Could the red 

have street presence with farmer access 

from the back side?  This would take care of 

folks needing to drive up and pick up heavy 

melons and such.  Perhaps a hybrid of the 

two? I know this would cut back the number 

of spaces.  But I am thinking in terms of 

quality over quantity.”

-Paul Coleman of Early Bird Farms

“It is great to encourage people to walk 

more...beautiful produce, nicely displayed 

(away from the car fumes and traffic 

congestion) is the way to go.  I hope some 

enterprising people build a cafe nearby with 

outdoor seating so we can linger and watch 

the crowds.”     -Virginia Pulver

“I like Red Plan best though agree a hybrid 

plan will offer the best outcome. Displaying 

the train in proper linear formation is 

best presentation; placing the train along 

the curving property line is aesthetically 

optimal. Keep market sheds/buildings close 

to the bordering streets --tuck the parking 

lot within as seen in Red Plan.  Take the 

lesson learned from other urban design 

plans and screen the parking.  Good point 

about access for farmers’ trucks ... perhaps 

a truck lane along the rear side of sheds 

for loading/unloading.  I suggest breaking 

up the linear facade of the market sheds 

along Maxwell Ave --place some jogs in the 

roofline or stagger sections of the sheds to 

add visual interest.  Really like the alignment 

of the train engine/museum entrance w/

Oregon Ave --offers a visual destination 

from the Main St end of Oregon Ave.  Make 

the market /train museum as “green” as 

possible (e.g. permeable paved surfaces, 

etc). Kudos to the design team for a great 

start to the project!”

-Bill Morton

“I believe one thing Greenwood could benefit 

from would be a train watching platform 

like the one in Folkston, Ga.  It is a huge 

attraction for this tiny town. Greenwood has 

a lot of rail traffic but not a safe or legal 

place to view it.”

-Angie Voiselle
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Post Charrette Meetings

 In the weeks following the charrette 

the design team met with staff, the Steering 

Committee, the Museum Board, and focus 

groups consisting of local farmers who sell 

at the existing Farmers Market.

 At the Steering Committee meeting 

the design team was given clear direction 

to proceed with refining the Red Scheme, 

taking into consideration input from the 

focus groups.  After the Steering Committee 

meeting, the design team developed an 

additional option for the arrangement of 

the spaces in the market that offered more 

flexibility for size, set-up, and the ability to 

accommodate trucks.  
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Red Scheme 2.0

 The team also developed a refined 

concept sketch (Red 2.0) that incorporated 

this spatial arrangement of the market.  This 

scheme also accommodated all the railcars 

in the collection with the engine and tender 

located inside the museum building. 

 This scheme was presented to the 

Museum Board and to the Farmers Focus 

Group for their review and input.  It was also 

determined that an actual survey would be 

procured by the City before further design 

studies were done.

 In early June the survey was received 

and the design team proceeded with the 

final plan. The final master plan scheme 

makes further improvements from Red 2.0, 

based on feedback from the focus group 

meetings. 
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East/West Elevation

Final Plan

 The final master plan scheme 

includes 50 parking spaces on-site. This 

includes four handicap spaces, which 

is more than the minimum required by 

law.  There is sufficient room for loading, 

unloading, and drop-off in various areas.

 The Farmers Market contains 38 

stalls in three sizes. The stall configuration 

also provides ample flexibility for farmers 

that need more or less space; need their 

vehicles close by; those who can off-load 

and park remotely; and those who need to 

sell produce directly from their vehicles.  The 

market also includes open pavilion space, 

restrooms, storage space, concessions, an 

equipment room, and an office.

 The Railroad Historical Center 

includes displays, exhibits, and the engine 

and tender. Outdoors, the remainder of the 

railcars would be located under a canopy 

with a rail platform. The dining car is located 

at the visual terminus of the circle and could 

be used for special events. 

The plaza area includes ample trees for 

shade, a demonstration garden area, 

benches, and open paved areas for 

strolling and shopping. 



Phase 1
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Phase 2
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Bird’s Eye View of Full Build Out

North/South Elevation33



34The Farmers Market



35 The Railroad Historic Center
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Programming

The design team also developed preliminary 

programming of the proposed structures 

and those are as follows:

Museum

Public Areas:

Vestibule       84 sf

Coat Storage Room      40 sf

Gift Shop     100 sf

Engine Gallery Event Space 4,120 sf 

Museum Overlook          1,720 sf

Museum Gallery          1,400 sf

Reading Room    300 sf

Artifact Storage Closet   240 sf

Artifact & Exhibit Prep. Area   150 sf

Meeting Room          1,050 sf

Meeting Storage Room   100 sf

Museum Office Manager   180 sf

Staff Office     600 sf

Catering Kitchen/Snack Bar   400 sf

Public Areas Subtotal   10,484 sf

Supporting Areas:

General Restrooms    400 sf

Unisex Family Restroom     64 sf

Equipment Room    100 sf

Janitor’s Closet      50 sf

Museum IT/Server Closet     36 sf

Elevator     100 sf

Elevator Equipment Room     50 sf

Support Areas Subtotal  880 sf

Total Net Area         11,364 sf

+(20%)           2,273 sf

Total Gross Area       13,637 sf

Outdoor Areas:

Viewing Platform         3,775 sf

RR Observation Platform  500 sf

Total Outdoor Areas       4,275 sf

Farmers Market

Public Areas:   

Market Stalls (24@12x18’)        5,184 sf

Market Stalls (12@12x16’)        2,304 sf

Market Stalls ( 2 @16x16’)           512 sf

Multi-Use Pavilions (45x48’)       2,160 sf

Multi-Use Pavilions (45x48’)       2,160 sf

Interior Circulation Area        1,625 sf

Total Market SF               13,945 sf

*Multi Use Pavilion Includes:

     Restrooms           472 sf

     Storage/Concession Area        400 sf

     Manager’s Office+Equipment  288 sf

     Interior Circulation Area       1,000 sf



Market Analysis Outline

The focus of this research is two-fold:

An  Analysis of the market assessment/• 

feasibility of the proposed farmers 

market in Downtown Greenwood

And secondly to evaluate the potential • 

of the Railroad Historical Center.

 This analysis was a preliminary 

evaluation of these key ingredients to the 

downtown master plan.

 The market assessment noted 

that farmers markets are a very popular 

component in attractive communities.  The 

number of farmers markets in the US has 

doubled since 2000.  As seen in Table 1, the 

number of farmers markets had increased 

substantially and could be considered a 

growth sector to local economies. Table 

1 also shows that the number of farmers 

markets in the US has increased from 1,755 

in 1994 to 6,132 in 2010.  This growth at 

the national level has been consistent with 

the growth and popularity of local farmers 

markets in South Carolina.  

Table 2 indicates the popularity of local 

markets in the Greenwood market area 

has is strong.  According to the latest 

data available from the South Carolina 

Department of Agriculture, there were six 

markets and seven roadside stands in the 

region and two in Greenwood County.  The 

demographics of the Greenwood region 

support these markets.  

As seen in Table 3, the population in the 

Greenwood region is over 220,000 people.  

The area has grown about 2% over the last 

nine years – below the state average growth 

but still increasing by over 4,000 residents.  

These residents have incomes that would 

support local markets.  As seen in Table 

3, median family income has grown in the 

area at rates comparable to the statewide 

average.

The data in Tables 1-3 support the 

assumption that the demand for a downtown 

farmers market in Greenwood would be 

supported. 

Table 1 - Growth in Farmers Markets in US

Table 2 - Community Based Markets in the 

Greenwood Region

Table 3 - Medium  Family Income in the 

Region
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 As seen in Table 4, the data also 

support the assumption that there is 

adequate supply of fresh farm produce and 

products.

Summary of Market Analysis:

 There are more than 86,000 

households in the Greenwood region.  

These households spend an average of 

$3,200 a year on food at home (bought 

from grocery stores, markets, etc.).  This 

equates to over $272 million a year in 

food expenditures in the region on food 

items from grocery stores and markets. 

The downtown Greenwood market needs 

to capture a relatively modest share of this 

expenditure to generate substantial sales 

volume.

Table 4 - Agriculture Production in the 

Greenwood Region

Local Business & Agriculture 

Summary

 Studies show that a local economy 

is a healthy economy.  In general, for every 

$1.00 spent at a locally owned business the 

local economy receives $3.00 in terms of 

income, jobs, tax benefits, community and 

philanthropic contributions. If Greenwood’s 

60,000 residents committed 10% of their 

shopping budgets to local merchants, their 

effort could generate about fourteen million 

dollars in new economic activity, five million 

dollars in new wages, and one hundred and 

sixty new jobs. 

 The local food movement is becoming 

an emerging force in the transformation 

of the U.S food system. In terms of our 

economy, our demand for locally grown 

food is expected to rise to seven billion 

dollars by 2012 (this is a 70% growth from 

2002).  The direct farm to eater portion of 

sales are expected to increase 101% over 

the same time to account for 12% of the 

total “locally grown” market.  In 2008, the 

USDA reported that the fastest growing 

segment of our food market is the 4,700 

farmers markets featuring local growers 

and flavors. 

 The American Diabetes Association 

estimated health care costs in 2007 to be 

$174 billion. The CDC reported that this is 

the first generation expected to have a 

shorter lifespan than their parents. Accord-

ing to a study by DHEC, South Carolina is 

ranked 7th worst in the nation in terms of 

obesity. All this can be changed through 

diet and exercise. The Uptown Greenwood 

Farmers Market can be designed in a way 

that encourages both for its residents.

 A farmers market can also effect 

Greenwood’s environment. The food on our 

plates typically travels about 1,500 miles; 

this uses quite a bit of oil. Every bite of a 

locally grown produce can help preserve the 

open space and rural heritage of Greenwood 

County.  The average age of a farmer in 

South Carolina is fifty-nine years old. A well-

done, successful market can keep these 

farmers off the endangered species list and 

become an incentive for the next generation 

of farmers to move into this role.

Greenwood is responding. The Uptown 

Greenwood Farmers Market Master Plan 

process provides a unique opportunity for 

eaters, farmers, and local businesses to sit 

at the same table and create a market that 

will build community, the local economy, 

preserve open space, and potentially entice 

a the next generation to adopt a healthier 

lifestyle. The Uptown Greenwood Farmers 

Market will celebrate the unique flavor of this 

community and the food cultivated in this 

region of the South Carolina Foodshed.

Market Analysis Outline 

Continued
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Recommendations

 The design team recognizes that 

this project will probably need to be built 

in phases and we have included phasing 

options and associated costs in this 

document.  Those aspects of the project 

will not be repeated in this section. 

 Also, the City has taken steps to 

allow these land uses within their particular 

zoning district and is taking steps to possibly 

waive business licenses for some vendors 

so that will not be covered here either.

 We do have some recommendations 

for future work efforts that we feel would 

help make this project a reality.

Work with land owners and tenants • 

within a 2 minute walk of the project site 

to allow use of existing parking areas by 

patrons of the museum and market. If 

transit is ever available, provide a transit 

stop near the market and museum 

site.

Obtain updated recommendations (in-• 

cluding priorities) and associated costs 

for refurbishing the railcars. This could 

include costs for moving the railcars as 

well.

Develop ‘branding’ for both the museum • 

and the market.

Develop guidelines for the Farmers • 

Market operations and management 

focusing on minimizing resellers and 

encouraging local farming. These 

guidelines could address:

 a) Food and safety provisions,   

 including homemade goods

 b) Sale Tax Requirements and/ or

 exemptions

 c) Provisions for Special Supple-  

 mental Nutrition Programs  

 for Women, Infants, and Children  

 (“WIC”); WIC Farmers Market

 Nutrition Program (“WIC FMNP”);  

 Senior Farmers’ Market Nutrition  

 Program (“SFMNP”), etc.

 

 d) Business License Requirements

 

 e) Guidelines for “locally grown”,

 “organic” and reselling of produce

 

 f) Fee Structure, Space    

 Reservations, etc.

 

 g) Hours and Days of Operation

 

 h) General governance and    

 regulations

 i)  Explore a group policy for vendor  

 insurance

Continue conversations with the Museum • 

Board regarding funding, management, 

and staffing for the proposed museum

Develop a “buy local” campaign in the • 

City that would address the following:

 a) Encourage shopping at locally

 owned businesses

 

 b) Educate the community about 

 what is in season, and how to use 

 it (Examples: Provide SCDA 

 seasonal eating charts at the 

 market, create a harvest of the 

 month program, host cooking

 demonstrations, provide recipes

 and promote the CFSA farm tour)

Develop changes to the ordinances • 

that would encourage urban agriculture 

and community gardens within the City 

limits

Consider the possibility of sponsoring • 

local agricultural and food entrepreneurs, 

including apprenticeship programs, 

incubator farms, and Community 

Supported Agriculture (CSA)

Monitor the use of the handicap parking • 

spaces. Consider reserving additional 

spaces for families with small children 

and senior citizens during market hours
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Recommendations 

Continued

Continue to strengthen the relationships • 

between farmers and restaurants:

 a) Partner with the SC Department

 of Agriculture to develop a “Fresh 

 on the Menu” program in 

 Greenwood

 b) Provide chefs with a list of what

 is in-season locally, regionally, etc.

 c) Encourage new farmers and food

 entrepreneurs

 d) Connect the Carolina Farm

 Stewardship Association with 

 Greenwood area farmers willing to

 host an apprentice or mentor a new

 farmer

 

 e) Encourage new farmers to apply 

 for the Clemson SC New and 

 Beginning Farmers Program

 f) Encourage Community Supported

 Agriculture to compliment sales at

 the farmers market; use the site as 

 a CSA drop off location

Allow farmers to set up additional stands • 

on the street formally known as Alliance 

(east of project site) during the peak 

season.

Develop guidelines to create a strong • 

Uptown Greenwood Farmers Market 

Board.



“We have an opportunity to move our farmers market to the Uptown. 

This will continue to stimulate economic growth and encourage new 

businesses to move to the area.  This is also a better location for 

residents who simply want to buy fresh produce and check out local 

shops in the same morning.”

-Jamie Gillenwater

“New Balancing Act” Blog

       




